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figures 17: The behavior of crowds maybe likened to
classical mechanics where the individuality of every
person disappears. More is not simply more but different.

    The same applies to nano-medicine. Less is more.



M. S. Elnaschie

1. Introduction

“In old technology terms it was true, things had not turned 
out well……the U.S. lost its influence over the world’s 
most oil-rich region…….Russia formed a new anti-America 
trio. Yet the new technology of the 2010’s and 20’s did 
much to negate these matters. The adoption of fuel-cell 
engines…..combined with ultra safe nuclear power plants 
ended America’s………..addiction to oil. The application of 
Nanotechnology to homeland security allowed twenty four 
hours, seven days a week surveillance of …….suspects…
..and the great war of Democracy ended…not….with…a 
bang….so many feared but with……..a technological 
revolution.”

The preceding passage is not the author’s but is taken out 
from a long and highly informative and imaginative article by 
one of the world’s leading historians, Neil Ferguson and was 
published on September 11, 2006 in Time Magazine [1]. In 
that article Ferguson tried to imagine what America and the 
world will say 25 years from now when we all look back, with a 
little “Osbornian” anger on our present time and he came out 
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Abstract
Taking the theoretical limit we arrive at a realistic vision of a novel political economy based on Nanotechnology. With the developing world 
at the center of our arguments and the new scientific and technological revolution at its roots, a simple equation is proposed which equates 
the economical revival not with yellow or black gold but merely with scientific excellence. As a natural consequence, investing massively in 
education, scientific research and human brain resources must be the first and second if not the only priority of government spending as well as 
the enlightened private sector. Thus the battle for scientific excellence has priority over any other real or imaginary wars. Once that this battle is 
won all others are automatically won.


